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The other figures on Bank of England notes are evolutionary theorist Charles Darwin on the 10 pound note and steam engine inventor James Watt and his business partner Matthew Boulton on the 50 pound note. (Reporting by David Milliken Editing by Jeremy Gaunt)
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Syed's current attorney, Justin Brown, asked for a new trial based on the fact that Gutierrez never called McClain as a witness and did not seek a plea deal for Syed despite his request that she inquire about the possibility. Additionally, in her affidavit, McClain said she was actively discouraged by prosecutors from attending any post-conviction hearings.
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The Justice Department is reviewing the deal, and the companies expect to hear from the District of Columbia in August. Exelon struck a deal with Delaware, which has to be approved by that state's utility commission, the company said.
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Carney said on Tuesday that the BoE would invite the public to nominate British artists, craftsmen, designers or filmmakers who they would like to see on the 20 pound note, which currently shows economist Adam Smith.

noroxin PARIS, May 19 (Reuters) - French utility EDF will propose buying the nuclear reactor business of fellow state-controlled group Areva but it is too early to put a price tag on it, EDF Chief Executive Jean-Bernard Levysaid.
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German growth slowed to 0.3 percent on the quarter in the first three months of 2015, after a 0.7-percent expansion in the final quarter of 2014. Foreign trade weighed on the economy in the January to March period.
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"The operations of the Federal Treasury in the form of acquiring foreign currency for 2015 budgetary expenses, including for the repayment of foreign debt, were reflected in the budget accounts of the Bank of Russia but were not taken into account by the domestic foreign exchange market," the central bank said in an emailed statement.
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Islamist militants saying they were avenging the Prophet killed 12 people in January when they attacked the Paris offices of the irreverent weekly known for lampooning Islam along with other religions and the political establishment. Among those killed were chief editor Stephane Charbonnier and household-name cartoonists such as Georges Wolinski and Jean Cabut.
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Dart said that since the 1960s, the number of beds in Illinois' state-run psychiatric hospitals has fallen to fewer than 1,500 from 35,000, which is why there are so many mentally ill people incarcerated.
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Channelling his Saudi Arabian allies, Mr Hariri indicated that while replicating the Saudi military operation in Yemen was not an option in Syria, the kingdom had come to accept that the only way to get Washington more involved in the effort to push President Assad
out was to take the initiative and hope the US followed.

In a show of support to the Saudi-led operation, a gathering of dozens of Yemeni politicians and tribal figures ended in Riyadh on Tuesday with a declaration that called for the formation of special forces to protect Yemen’s cities engulfed in the fighting.

SOS has been running ‘Wellness Workshops’ around the country for the last five years and the experience it gained through this was used to develop the app. Features include a mindfulness diary, advice on how to take a mindful minute and short video presentations.

"Everyone who is part of Fifa’s family, as the sponsors are, has a responsibility about what is going on in Qatar, about the abysmal conditions, and numerous deaths, of migrant workers," Damian Collins MP, who is a leading force in body New Fifa Now, told the BBC.

Stepan scored at 14:17 of the second on a power play to cut the deficit to 3-2, shooting the puck from behind the net off of Braydon Coburn and in. But the Rangers just kept killing themselves with penalties. Just 1:02 into the third Stepan took another tripping penalty and Killhorn scored eight seconds after the power play ended. A high-sticking call on Derick Brassard — his second of the game — led to Steven Stamkos’ power-play goal, and Killhorn added another on the man advantage after Tanner Glass took roughing and 10-minute misconduct penalties with 2:50 left. “We continued to be undisciplined,” McDonagh said. “We continued to not play hard in front of our net. And these guys are going to make us pay.”

The Taliban launched their spring offensive in late April with attacks across a widespread area of the country in what appears to be a fresh strategy aimed at forcing the government to concentrate its efforts and assets on security — rather than on much-needed economic reforms.

The main thing that struck me is the terrible living conditions they left behind. They risked dying at sea but they faced even greater pressures trying to survive at home. They did it because they had no other way out. It's not because they were adventure seekers.